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Deutschland Im 19 Jahrhundert 1815 1871
Die erweiterte Neuauflage der "Deutschen Geschichte" ist aktualisiert und schließt mit den Ereignissen des Jahres 1995. Der Band informiert über politische Ereignisse, über Herrscher und historische Persönlichkeiten er gibt einen Überblick über die Entwicklung von Gesellschaft, Lebensformen und Wirtschaft.
In recent years, historians across the world have become increasingly interested in transnational and global approaches to the past. However, the debates surrounding this new border-crossing movement have remained limited in scope as theoretical exchanges on the tasks, responsibilities and potentials of global history
have been largely confined to national or regional academic communities. In this groundbreaking book, Dominic Sachsenmaier sets out to redress this imbalance by offering a series of new perspectives on the global and local flows, sociologies of knowledge and hierarchies that are an intrinsic part of historical practice.
Taking the United States, Germany and China as his main case studies, he reflects upon the character of different approaches to global history as well as their social, political and cultural contexts. He argues that this new global trend in historiography needs to be supported by a corresponding increase in transnational
dialogue, cooperation and exchange.
In Verbindung mit Peter Blickle, Elisabeth Fehrenbach, Johannes Fried, Klaus Hildebrand, Karl Heinnrich Kaufhold, Horst Möller, Otto Gerhard Oexle, Klaus Tenfelde. Die »Enzyklopädie deutscher Geschichte« erscheint seit 1988. Das Gesamtwerk umfasst ca. 100 Bände zu je ca. 150 Seiten. Alle Bände sind inhaltlich gleichartig
gegliedert in: Enzyklopädischer Überblick, Grundprobleme und Tendenzen der Forschung, systematisch geordnete Bibliographie. Jeder Band ist in sich abgeschlossen. Dieses frei zusammenstellbare Handbuch zur deutschen Geschichte führt vertieft in die eigene wissenschaftliche Arbeit ein. Das Wichtigste wird in
komprimierter Form präsentiert.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Essays on Jewish History and Religion
Violence and Mass Warfare in the German Lands, 1792-1820
Restauration und Revolution : von 1815 bis 1851
Debating Women's Equality
Productive Men, Reproductive Women
Germany
Enlightened Nationalism
Deutschland erlebte in den vergangenen drei Jahrhunderten Massenauswanderungen, nach Ost-, Ostmittel- und Südosteuropa, aber vor allem nach Übersee, insbesondere nach Nord- und Südamerika. Diese hatten zum Teil auch erhebliche Rückwirkungen auf die Außenbeziehungen der Aufnahmestaaten zu den deutschen Herkunftsländern bzw. nach der Reichseinigung zu Deutschland. Diese im
Zusammenhang mit der massiven Präsenz deutscher Gemeinschaften in den Zielländern zum Teil aufgetretenen konfliktiven Wechselwirkungen und aussenpolitischen Entwicklungen sind zentraler Gegenstand des Buches. Hierbei stehen die überseeischen Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika und Südamerika als größte Auswandererregionen im Zeitraum des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts im Vordergrund. Allein
nach den USA sind in dieser Epoche weit über 7 Millionen Deutsche ausgewandert. Negative Auswirkungen der überseeischen deutschen Auswandererströme gab es insbesondere im Verhältnis zu den USA und Brasilien, vor allem etwa ab Mitte des 19. bis zur Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts. Vielfach wurden Auswanderer als soziale Problemfälle aus deutschen Ländern „exportiert“, in der imperialistischen
Epoche für nationalistische Ziele in den Aufnahmeländern genutzt und im Dritten Reich von nationalsozialistischen Organisationen instrumentalisiert. Dargelegt wird überdies der lange Verlauf der Ausgestaltung des deutschen Auswanderungswesens, vom Auswanderungsverbot bis schließlich zur Erlangung der Auswanderungsfreiheit in deutschen Ländern.
Jürgen Kocka is one of the foremost historians of Germany whose work has been devoted to the integration of different genres of the social and economic history of Europe during the period of industrialization. This collection of essays gives a representative sample of his effort to develop, by reference to Marx and Weber, new and powerful analytical tools for understanding the dynamics of modern
industrial societies.
This volume is a pioneering effort to examine the social, demographic, and economic changes that befell the Jewish communities of Central Europe after the dissolution of the Habsburg Empire. It consists of studies researched and written especially for this volume by historians, sociologists, and economists, all specialists in modern Central European Jewish affairs. The era of national rivalry, economic
crises, and political confusion between the two World Wars has been preceded by a pre-World War I epoch of Jewish emancipation and assimilation. During that period, Jewish minorities had been harbored from violent anti-Semitism by the Empire, and they became torchbearers of industrialization and modernization. This common destiny encouraged certain common characteristics in the three major
components of the Empire, Austria, Hungary, and the Czech territories, despite the very different origins of the well over one million Jews in those three lands. The disintegration of the Habsburg Empire created three small, economically marginal national states, inimical to each other and at liberty to create their own policies toward Jews in accord with the preferences of their respective ruling classes.
Active and openly discriminatory anti-Semitic measures resulted in Austria and Hungary. The only liberal heir country of the Empire was Czechoslovakia, although simmering anti-Semitism and below surface discrimination were widespread in Slovakia. While one might have expected Jewish communities to return to their pre-World War I tendencies to go their independent ways after the introduction of
these policies, social and economic patterns which had evolved in the Habsburg era persisted until the Anschluss in Austria, German occupation in Czechoslovakia, and World War II in Hungary. Studies in this volume attest to continuing similarities among the three Jewish communities, testifying to the depth of the Empire's long lasting impact on the behavior of Jews in Central Euro
Across six generations and two hundred years, this book tells the story of a German- Jewish family who emigrated from Rawicz, Poland, first to Prussian Berlin, and finally to America. In Berlin they found success in politics, medical science, theatre, and aviation and considered themselves German patriots. With the catastrophe of the First World War and its aftermath, they suffered rejection, threats, and
persecution as their fellow citizens became unhinged by Nazism, forcing Strassmanns into exile abroad where they again made their mark and rebuilt successful careers. This book is populated by extraordinary characters, such as Wolfgang, the convicted revolutionary of 1848 who nevertheless led urban reform; by Ernst, who directed the only liberal anti-Nazi resistance movement; and by Antonie, a
celebrated actress and transatlantic sports pilot. Strassmann highlights both the large-scale and the very personal dramas of this period in world history. The book is enhanced by many photographs, offering a fascinating document of the fate of a remarkable family.
A Social History of Germany, 1648-1914
Global Perspectives on Global History
Toward a Feminist Theory of Law from a European Perspective
Patriotismus in Deutschland
Leisure and Recreation in the Rhineland and Westphalia
Absolute War
The Transformation of Prussian Political Culture, 1806-1848

Professor Sheehan gives an extensive account of the social, cultural, and political developments in German history up to the Austro-Prussian war of 1866. The only study of the period available in English, this uniquely authoritative book will provide an indispensable guide to everyone interested modern European history.
This book presents a system view of the digital scientific and technological revolution, including its genesis and prerequisites, current trends, as well as current and potential issues and future prospects. It gathers selected research papers presented at the 12th International Scientific and Practical Conference, organized by the Institute of Scientific Communications. The conference
“Artificial Intelligence: Anthropogenic Nature vs. Social Origin” took place on December 5–7, 2019 in Krasnoyarsk, Russia. The book is intended for academic researchers and independent experts studying the social and human aspects of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the associated transition to the digital economy and Industry 4.0, as well as the creators of the legal
framework for this process and its participants – entrepreneurs, managers, employees and consumers. It covers a variety of topics, including “intelligent” technologies and artificial intelligence, the digital economy, the social environment of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and its consequences for humans, the regulatory framework of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and the
“green” consequences, prospects and financing of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
本书以生动的笔法，撷取普鲁士国家历史上有概括性的事件，演绎一部“普鲁士道路”的演进史，帮助读者理解今日德国的历史渊源和历史命运，并从中得到警示和启迪。
Hat uns das 19. Jahrhundert heute noch etwas zu sagen? Können wir über haupt noch Zugang zu ihm finden? Wer über diese Fragen nachdenkt, wird zu überraschenden Antworten ge langen. Es gibt kaum eine Phase der Geschichte, die so sehr mit unserem Le ben, unserer Politik und den Einrichtungen unserer Gesellschaft verknüpft ist, wie das 19. Jahrhundert. Der Grund dafür
ist einfach: An der Wende zum 19. Jahrhundert begann mit der Aufklärung und der Französischen Revolution die Modeme oder - wenn man so will - die Gegenwart. Mit den Revolutionen von 1830 und 1848/49, der Verfassungsentwicklung, der Bildung organisierter Parteien, der Industrialisierung und der Entstehung der Arbeiterbewegung, dem Aufkommen des Nationalismus und
territorial gebundener Nationalstaaten sowie der umfassenden Erweiterung politischer Dimensionen zur Weltpolitik setzte sich dieser Prozeß der Herausbildung der Modeme fort. Es war eine Zeit der Erneuerung, des Durchbruchs neuer Ideen und Entwicklungen - ein revo lutionäres Zeitalter in vielerlei Hinsicht, allen antirevolutionären Kräften und Beharrungsversuchen zum
Trotz. Und die Ergebnisse dieser Umwälzungen prä gen und bestimmen unser Denken und Handeln bis heute. Deshalb ist die Be schäftigung mit dem 19. Jahrhundert die Voraussetzung zum Verständnis unse rer eigenen Zeit. Deshalb fällt es so leicht, sich das 19. Jahrhundert zu erschlie ßen und der Beschäftigung mit ihm Interesse abzugewinnen.
Deutsche Geschichte im 19. [i.e. neunzehnten] Jahrhundert
Geographies of Complexity
The Discourse on Yiddish in Germany from the Enlightenment to the Second Empire
zur ökonomischen Bedeutung von Bauernbefreiung, Agrarreform und Agrarrevolution
Metternich
Europe in 1848
Deutschland um 1800, Krise und Neugestaltung von 1789 bis 1815
The debate on the origins of modern gender norms continues unabated across the academic disciplines. This book adds an important and hitherto neglected dimension. Focusing on rural life and its values, the author argues that the modern ideal of separate spheres originated in the era of the Enlightenment. Prior to the eighteenth century, cultural norms prescribed active,interdependent economic roles for both women and men.
Enlightenment economists transformed these gender paradigms as they postulated a market exchange system directed exclusively by men. By the early nineteenth century, the emerging bourgeois value system affirmed the new civil society and the market place as exclusively male realms. These standards defined women's options largely as marriage and motherhood.
At the time of Australian Federation in 1901, German immigrants constituted two per cent of the population of Victoria. This book examines how they settled, formed a communal infrastructure, and how they related to their Anglo-Celtic hosts. It is shown that their attempts to form a cohesive community failed, by investigating the role played by the Lutheran Church, German associations, community leaders, and the rift between rural
and urban communities. The changing relationship between the British Empire, the German Reich and emerging Australian nationalism receives close attention. The book tests and then proves a hypothesis that rural communities were more resilient and better equipped to survive, while urban communities were not.
A collection of articles, most of them published previously. The following deal with antisemitism:
Wars have played a fundamental part in modern German history. Although infrequent, conflicts involving German states have usually been extensive and often catastrophic, constituting turning-points for Europe as a whole. Absolute War is the first in a series of studies from Mark Hewitson that explore how such conflicts were experienced by soldiers and civilians during wartime, and how they were subsequently imagined and
understood during peacetime, from Clausewitz and Kleist to Jünger and Adorno. Without such an understanding, it is difficult to make sense of the dramatic shifts characterising the politics of Germany and Europe over the past two centuries. The studies argue that the ease - or reluctance - with which Germans went to war, and the far-reaching consequences of such wars on domestic politics, were related to soldiers' and civilians' attitudes
to violence and death, as well as to long-term transformations in contemporaries' conceptualisation of conflict. Absolute War reassesses the meaning of military conflict for the millions of German subjects who were directly implicated in the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars. Based on a re-reading of contemporary diaries, letters, memoirs, official correspondence, press reports, pamphlets, treatises, plays, and cartoons, this volume
refocuses attention on combat and conscription as the central components of new forms of mass warfare. It concentrates, in particular, on the impact of violence, killing, and death on many soldiers' and some civilians' experiences and subsequent memories of conflict. War has often been conceived of as 'an act of violence pushed to its utmost bounds', as Clausewitz put it, but the relationship between military conflicts and violent acts
remains a problematic one.
Urban Mortality Change in England and Germany, 1870-1913
Von der ständischen zur bürgerlichen Gesellschaft
Deutsche Geschichte
Landwirtschaft und industrielle Entwicklung
Das 19. Jahrhundert und Große Themen der Geschichte Preußens
Strategist and Visionary
Von den Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart
Das buergerliche Zeitalter war das glueckliche Zeitalter der deutschen Juden. Sie hatten allen Grund zum Optimismus, denn innerhalb weniger Generationen erreichten sie fuehrende Positionen in Wirtschaft, Politik und Kultur. Dieser Erfolgsgeschichte und ihren lebensweltlichen Auswirkungen
widmet sich das vorliegende Buch. Es skizziert ein neues Bild aufgrund eines reichen, bislang noch unerschlossenen Quellenmaterials, das zur Rekonstruierung der Lebenswelt juedischer Buergerfamilien in Frankfurt am Main, einer der fuer die deutsch-juedische Geschichte bedeutendsten St�dte,
dient. Neu ist in dieser Studie auch die Orientierung am aktuellen Stand der Buergertumsforschung in Deutschland. Gemeinsamkeiten und Trennungslinien zwischen christlichem und juedischem Buergertum zeichnen sich klarer ab, und es er�ffnen sich neue Perspektiven fuer die Geschichte der
juedischen Minderheit in Deutschland. �Diese kenntnisreiche und mit einer Fuelle von Material ausgestattete Untersuchung leistet nicht nur einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Buergertumsforschung, sondern auch zur Geschichte der deutschen Juden. Neben der wissenschaftlichen Leistung soll
ausdruecklich erw�hnt werden, da� es eine vorzueglich zu lesende Studie ist, die ein plastisches Bild von den Lebenswelten des juedischen Buergertums vermittelt.� Historische Zeitschrift "�ueberzeugend gelungen." Hessisches Jahrbuch fuer Landesgeschichte .
Explores the uses of Yiddish language in German literary and cultural texts 1781 until the late nineteenth century.
This work seeks to understand how, in nineteenth-century Germany, Jews and non-Jews shaped and experienced Jewish emancipation, a process whereby Jews were freed from ancient discriminatory laws and, over the course of decades, became citizens. Unlike most other works on German Jewish
emancipation, this book examines how so fundamental and dramatic a transformation in the relation of Jews and non-Jews was experienced by the people who lived it, how economic, social, political, and ideological forces interacted to bring about change, and how accommodation actually occurred.
The book focuses on Cologne, the most populous and economically powerful city in the Rhineland. Jews, excluded since 1424, returned under French Revolutionary rule, but Napoleonic legislation in 1808 compromised their equality and gave city elders an opportunity to reassert Cologne's historic
control when the territory passed to Prussia in 1814. A long struggle between municipal and state authorities ensued, with the city hostile to Jewish rights but ultimately losing its bid to exercise local sovereignty over the Jews. The 1840s saw the advent of the railway age, and Cologne's
economic and political climate was transformed. The city soon became the center for Rhenish liberal advocacy of Jewish rights, led by regional entrepreneurs in association with Jewish bankers. The author demonstrates, however, that Jewish emancipation was not simply conferred on Jews from
above or engineered by financial mavericks in the community. Rather, it occurred as part of a broad societal transformation and as the result of the efforts and behavior of ordinary Jews, whose voices the author records. The book reveals how such Jews responded to the lure of equality and the
pressures of continued discrimination in their business and private lives, and shows how their response fostered a new, positive perception of Jews as honorable people deserving of civic inclusion. It also illustrates how Jews, enjoying unprecedented success and acceptance, fought not only
for individual rights but for the right of organized Judaism to achieve a secure place in society.
Gerhard (sociology, Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Germany) examines equality as a principle and practice of law in history, and legal theory from a feminist perspective. She reviews the history of the women's movement in the 19th and 20th centuries, with a focus on Germany, and examines
three major legal issues: women's rights in the public sphere, women's legal capacities in private law, and women's human rights. This work was first published in German in 1990 (C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung); this American edition, somewhat revised, was translated by Allison Brown and
Belinder Cooper and includes a new foreword. c. Book News Inc.
1840–1848
Workers' Culture in Imperial Germany
Jüdisches Bürgertum in Frankfurt am Main im 19. Jahrhundert
Jewish Emancipation in a German City
Theories and Approaches in a Connected World
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Judaism Within Modernity
Handbuch der deutschen Geschichte: Deutsche Geschichte im 19. Jahrhundert T. 1b Restauration und Revolution, von 1815 bis 1851, von K.-G. Faber
Despite the large number of books and studies written about Metternich, there is still a period of his political career that scholars neglect to this day, the 1840s. This book offers an analysis of Metternich's German policy in the years 1840–1848 and thus fills a gap in Metternich studies. Analysing this period is important due to the fact that over the course of those less than nine
years, Metternich lost his influence within the German Confederation. He represented a certain way of behaving – moderate, calm and reconciliatory – but it was an attitude which was rejected during the period of rising mass nationalism. Nevertheless, he continued to endeavour to steer this escalating nationalism, and by applying calming policies prevent it from causing armed
conflicts in Europe. Since Metternich conceived the German Confederation at the Congress of Vienna in 1815 as one of the pillars of the European peace settlement, the issue is viewed from the perspective of European crises of the time, from the Rhine Crisis to the Swiss civil war. Similarly, it presents his policy in a broader context of economic and social history. The book follows
revisionist research on Metternich and refutes some of the clichés still associated with his policy.
Wolfram Siemann tells a new story of Clemens von Metternich, the Austrian at the center of nineteenth-century European diplomacy. Known as a conservative and an uncompromising practitioner of realpolitik, in fact Metternich accommodated new ideas of liberalism and nationalism insofar as they served the goal of peace. And he promoted reform at home.
This book addresses the highly differentiated spatial, social, cultural and demographic structure(s) of Germany, with a particular focus on the reciprocal relations between different levels of spatial development. The historical development of Germany serves as a background in order to provide context for the development of spatially relevant ideas and ideals (whether in relation to
politics, landscape, or culture). In this regard, questions of divergence and convergence become highly salient. The book makes the complexity of spatial and social developments in Germany comprehensible. The neopragmatic approach adopted here allows bringing together different theoretical strands while providing a basis for independent regional geographic research at the
same time. Beginning with an overview of the physical structures of Germany which provides the material point of departure for the societal development of Germany, key aspects of the German history are discussed. Particular attention is paid to the reciprocal influence between material substrate and notions of landscape. Here, specific "German" trajectories of aesthetic and
normative conceptions of landscape become clear. A common theme throughout the book are questions of divergence and of efforts towards convergence, which become evident when considering past and present economic, political, and demographic developments. Efforts to tackle current challenges, such as adapting to climate change and mitigating it, or securing raw materials,
also become apparent. The complexity of spatial processes in Germany is illustrated in case study regions dealing with the challenges of structural change in traditional industrial regions (such as the Ruhr area), or e.g. efforts of Berlin to position and find itself as the capital of a unified Germany. Overall, the book shows how theory-driven regional geographic research can make
spatiotemporal complexities tangible and comprehensible.
Studies the ties between America and Bremen in the nineteenth century, illuminating the role of merchant capital in making an industrial-capitalist world economy.
Scientific and Technical Revolution: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
Reinhard Rürup: Deutschland im 19. Jahrhundert, 1815-1871
Deutsche Massenauswanderung in den vergangenen drei Jahrhunderten und Rückwirkungen auf die Außenbeziehungen Deutschlands
German Merchants in the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic
Origin, progress and decline
The Strassmanns
Business, Labor, and Bureaucracy in Modern Germany
.
In a careful and well-written analysis, Vögele focuses attention on the question of when towns ceased to be relatively unhealthy compared with rural areas, with useful discussions of disease categories and issues concerning the different structuring of data in the British and German national contexts. Although the focus is on urban health conditions and epidemic control, these are related to a wide range of social factors. The text has valuable comparable insights,
for example on urbanization and professionalization, and provides a lucid exposition of some major theories concerning the social determinants of diseases. With a sure grasp of mortality trends and associated socio-economic processes, Vögele presents a convincing picture from the early modern period of age-specific mortality trends. This is an important comparative historical study of mortality, in which the author offers an impressive synthesis of complex data
and issues concerning rapid urbanization and social conditions. It will be of great interest to British and German historians as well as to those concerned with economic history, demographic history and the history of medicine and it will be a pivotal reference work for those seeking to apply demographic expertise to the understanding of changing disease patterns.
Using previously untapped resources including private collections, the records of cultural institutions, and federal and state government archives, Schoonover analyzes the German role in Central American domestic and international relations. Of the four countries most active in independent Central America-Britain, the United States, France, and Germany- historians know the least about the full extent of the involvement of the Germans. German colonial expansion
was based on its position as an industrialized state seeking economic well-being and security in a growing world market. German leaders were quick to recognize that ties to the cheap labor of overseas countries could compensate for some of the costs and burdens of conceding material and social privileges to their domestic labor force. The Central American societies possessed limited resource bases; smaller and poorly educated populations; and less capital,
communications, and technological development than Germany. They saw the borrowing of development as a key to their social, economic, and political progress. Wary Central American leaders also saw the influx of German industrialists as assurance against excessive U.S. presence in their political economies and cultures. Although the simplistic bargain to trade economic development for cheap labor appeared to succeed in the short term, complex issues of German
domestic unemployment and social disorder filtered to Central American countries and added to their own burdens. By 1929, Germany had recovered most of its pre-World War I economic position.
Wie kaum ein zweiter Begriff der politischen Kultur der Bundesrepublik Deutschland steht gegenwärtig der "Patriotismus" im Zentrum des Nachdenkens über die sozio-moralischen Grundlagen unseres Gemeinwesens in Zeiten des Wandels. Volker Kronenberg führt die umfassende politikwissenschaftliche Rekonstruktion dieses Schlüsselbegriffs im Beziehungsgeflecht von Nation, Nationalismus, Verfassung und Europa in gegenwartsbezogener Absicht durch nicht zuletzt um deutlich zu machen, wie notwendig ein aufgeklärter, weltoffener Patriotismus für ein europäisches Deutschland zu Beginn des 21. Jahrhunderts ist. Den Abschluss bilden Stellungnahmen u.a. von Ernst-Wolfgang Böckenförde, Ralf Dahrendorf, Axel Honneth und Helmut Kohl.
Industrial Culture and Bourgeois Society
Entwicklungslinien
Deutschland im 19. Jahrhundert, 1815-1871
The German-speaking community of Victoria between 1850 and 1930
Deutsche Geschichte im 19. Jahrhundert
Deutsche Geschichte: Deutschland im 19. Jahrhundert 1815-1871, [von] Reinhard Rürup
Handbuch der deutschen Geschichte: Deutsche Geschichte im 19. Jahrhundert. T. 1b. Restauration und Revolution, von 1815 bis 1851, von K.-G. Faber. 2. T. Das Zeitalter Bismarcks, von Walter Bussmann

Enlightened Nationalism provides the first synthesis in English of Prussian political culture from the Napoleonic era to the Revolution of 1848. Matthew Levinger challenges the conventional notion that Prussia lagged behind Western Europe in its political development, demonstrating that Prussian leaders embraced a distinctive program of political modernization in response to their country's defeat
by Napoleon in 1806-1807. Building on the eighteenth-century tradition of enlightened absolutism, Prussian leaders attempted to unite a rationalized monarchy with a politically active "nation," thus mobilizing the populace to resist the French oppressors. The new culture of "enlightened nationalism" influenced the political theory and program of both liberals and conservatives in nineteenth-century
Prussia. The book has important implications for understanding both subsequent German history and the history of nationalism in general. The author shows that the so-called authoritarian tendencies in Prussia's political culture resulted from its distinctive response to the challenges of the French Revolution and Napoleonic era, rather than from the persistence of premodern cultural or
socioeconomic patterns. Likewise, by showing how nationalist activists drew on the cultural legacy of the Enlightenment, Levinger demonstrates that German nationalism cannot be understood as a uniquely pathological political phenomenon. Inspired by recent work exploring the role of discourse in historical change, the book analyzes how the word "nation" functioned in day-to-day debates and
how this limited and shaped political options. Enlightened nationalism produced a mixed legacy: it promoted the reform of the education system, popular participation in local self-government, and administrative rationalization. But it also resulted in exaggerated fears of political dissent, reinforcing the authority of the monarchical state and inhibiting the formation of a vibrant system of parliamentary
rule.
The events of 1989/90 in Europe demonstrated the renewed relevance of the mid-nineteenth century uprisings: both by showing, once again, how a revolutionary initiative could quickly spread through different European countries, but also by calling into question the nature of revolution and the criteria for a revolution's success and failure. To commemorate the 1848 revolution in a spirit of renewed
critical inquiry, an international team of prominent historians have come together to produce what must be the most comprehensive work on this topic to date and to offer a synthesis that sums up the current state of scholarly research, emphasizing the many new interpretations that have developed over several decades.
A. Epochen der preu ischen Geschichte 1807-1871 I. Preu en von 1807 bis 1850: Reformen, Restauration und Revolution; II. Preu en von 1850 bis 1871: Verfassungsstaat und Reichsgründung B. Gro e Themen der Geschichte Preu ens I. Polen in der Geschichte Preu ens; II. Preu ens Wirtschaft vom Drei igj hrigen Krieg bis zum Nationalsozialismus; III. Das Bildungswesen in Preu
der Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts
Metternich, the German Question and the Pursuit of Peace
Competitive Imperialism, 1821-1929
Handbuch der preussischen Geschichte
Deutschland im 19. Jahrhundert
The Agrarian Household and the Emergence of Separate Spheres During the German Enlightenment
Revolution and Reform
Cologne, 1798-1871
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